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2. Conventional and Renewable generation with no
local voltage regulation

3. Each generator with its reactive capability
Each generation profile has been characterized with a sixth

of an hour detail (wind profiles) or half an hour profiles
(insolation). Loads have their characteristics too, hour
detailed for non residential loads and quarter of an hour
detailed for residential ones.

Although the profiles are characterized for 365 days, the
simulations are focused on a shorter horizon, the first ten days
of March (240 hours length).

These days are quite significant, because are characterized
by both strong and light wind conditions. Moreover, because
of the relative short time horizon, the night/day variability can
be much more appreciated. The simulations will have been
performed in the power system environment DIgSILENT [2].

Abstract- The paper is aimed at focusing the influence and more
in general benefits and problems that medium size wind
turbines, photovoltaic power plants, and small cogenerative
generators embedded in a radial distribution network can
produce regarding voltage profiles and power balance. In
particular the novel capability of wind turbines to reduce active
power in case of over-frequency is analyzed. This feature in fact
is found to be quite important in reducing frequency deviation
in case of high penetration of wind turbines during severe
islanding conditions. The production profiles of each generator
are detailed in function of their variability. So wind turbine
outputs are detailed with a time scale of 15 minutes while
combustion engine outputs every 60 minutes. The possibility of
congestions or voltage peaks is studied by steady state
simulations, performed by a widely used power system analysis
code, in a temporal window of ten days. Different simulations
scenario are analyzed with the presence or less of embedded
generation and with as well as without the capability of
generator to regulate reactive power.

Index Terms - Renewable Generation, Wind Power,
Photovoltaic Power, Distributed Generation, Voltage Profiles. II. MAIN DESCRIPTION
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A. Descriptionofthe network
Fig. I shows the 20 kV network studied, which represents

an example of a typical Italian medium voltage grid.
Generally four or more of this networks are fed by a 132 kV
substation, through a 40 MVA Main Transformer.

During normal operation these networks work in radial
configuration. So only one path is present for power transit
and, if generation plants are embedded, their output power
could be hardly transported because of bottle necks along the
lines. This kind of situation could be emphasized by the
massive presence of uncontrollable generation like wind
turbine and photovoltaic field.

1 U~.- "", .

I. INTRODUCTION

The percentage of renewable energy sources is growing
worldwide. Many efforts are being made to study the
feasibility to fit small size generation (less than 1 MW) at the
distribution level near the loads. Because of the hardly
predictable nature of the wind, a special attention should be
paid to the wind turbines outputs. The distribution network in
fact has not been designed and planned to receive great
quantity of power production and so, for example, if a large
number of wind turbines is present, voltage problems could
arise during unloaded hours (i.e. during night).

Moreover the quick changes of the power outputs of wind
generators could be hardly balanced by conventional
generators if their response is not fast enough. The last aspect
is extremely important if the distribution network is required
to work in islanded mode. The recent edition of the Italian
standard (CEI 0-16 [1], as well as other International
Standards), in fact, allows the Distribution System Operators
to have portion of the network islanded, in agreement with
local customers, to improve the service quality. Thus a depth
study of the power output of wind turbines likewise other
unpredictable sources (eg photovoltaic output) is necessary.

A typical Italian medium voltage network has been
analyzed with steady state studies for different generation
scenarios:

1. No distributed generation
Fig. 1. MediumVoltageNetworkanalyzed
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Fig. 2. March Wind SpeedProfile

The analyzed network has six 850 kW wind turbines (WT),
located in the terminal part of the network, far from the main
grid, two 1 MWp photovoltaic fields (PV) and four 1 MW
cogenerative gas fuelled engines (ICE). Each generator is
characterized by a different production profile as explained in
the next sections.

TABLE 1 shows the generators main characteristics .

TABLE 1
GENERATORCHARACTERISTIC

Tipology Active Power ReactivePower Power Factor

(MW) (MVAr)

Wind Turbine 0.85 0.28 (Lag/Lead) 0.95 (Lag/Lead)

Generator

Photovoltaic I (DC Side) 0.28 (Lag/Lead) 0.95 (Lag/Lead)

Field 0.85 (AC Side)

Cogenerative I (nominal) 0.33 (Lag) 0.95 (Lag)

Gas Engine 0.2 (tech. min.) 0.75 (Lead) 0.8 (Lead)
01

Fig. 3. ProbabilityDensityFunctionof the wind masterprofile(blue curve)
and of the referencewind

Fig. 4. PDF of the wind speed difference betweentwo nearbywind turbines
(blue curve) and PDFof a gauss wind speed difference(greencurve)
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Hence the wind profiles of two nearby turbines have been
analyzed and their absolute wind speed difference has been
studied. The relative frequency of this values has been
ordered in classes of 1 m/s of amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4,
and it can be seen that a gauss-type distribution with 1.4 m/s
deviation standard is a good approximation.

So adding a Gaussian noise of this characteristic to the
master profile, the six profiles have been created.

An example of a 24h time-series of two wind profiles is
shown in Fig. 5.

The percentage of renewable energy source is quite high:
about 7 MW versus 4 MW of conventional plants. The WT
and PV converters are sized to grant a small reactive
capability and so the total renewable reactive capability is
about 2.24 MVAr (lag/lead). The synchronous generators,
coupled to the ICE, have instead the typical capability range
of conventional power plants; the four generators can hence
provide 3 MVAr lead and 1.32 MVAr lag.

Concerning the loads, whose characteristics are shown in
TABLE 2, two main typologies are present: residential and non
residential type. Both are described by specific consume
characteristics.

TABLE 2
LOAD CHARACTERISTIC

B. Windgeneration (Wind Turbines)
Concerning the WT, one wind realistic profile, called

master, has been considered. In Fig. 2 is reported the March
profile detailed at the sixth of an hour; in Fig. 3 is instead
shown its probability density function (PDF).

The main Weibull parameter of the distribution are a mean
value of 7.64 m/s and a shape factor of 1.82. For sake of
clarity the PDF of the reference Weibull wind distribution
(mean speed 6.2 m/s and shape factor 2) is reported too.

Once defined the characteristics of the master profile, the
hypothesis adopted to create the six different wind profiles
are explained subsequently. Because the WTs are located not
far from each other it is reasonable to expect that the different
winds will have some kind of correlation.

Typology Active Power ReactivePower Power Factor

(MW) (MVAr)

Non Residential 6.9 3.3 (Lag) 0.9 (Lag)

Load

Residential 6.8 3.3 (Lag) 0.9 (Lag)

Load



Wi nd Profiles (WT 116 A&B)

Power Profiles (WT 116 A&B)

It is important to observe the correspondent power production
profile, Fig. 6. In fact, because the power production is a
cubic function of the wind speed, the two outputs may have
considerable difference.
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The profile is characterized by frequent cloudy transits that
reduce the power output of PV plants. Because of the minor
variability of the solar irradiance versus wind speed and
because the reduced presence of PV installed power, it has
been used the same profile for both the fields.

Weekly Gas Generation Profi le

Concerning the conventional generator (ICE), a weekly
profile, Fig. 8, has been adopted. The main request is that the
generators are always on, ready to grant grid support. So
during night time their output is bit above their technical
minimum (0.2 pu) and during day-time is bit less of their max
output. During week end their scheduled day-time production
is reduced because of the reduction of consumption.

D. Conventional generation (Internal Combustion Engines)

E. Loads24
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Fig. 6. Ist March PowerProfile(WT 116A&B)

C. Sungeneration (photovoltaic Fields)

As regard the loads, two different non residential profiles
(industrial-commercial type) and five residential profiles
have been considered. Two of them are shown in Fig. 9.

March Sun Profile

As regard the two PV fields, one solar irradiance profile
with a time scale of half an hour Fig. 7, has been adopted.
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Fig. 9. Weeklyresidential and non residential profiles
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The first one are characterized at the hour detail, the
second one at the quarter of an hour instead.
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A.

III. SIMULATIONS

Reference Scenario (nodistributedgeneration)

The third diagram clearly illustrates that the lines are not
very loaded.

In the first scenario the generation distributed in the
medium voltage network is shut down. Only the main grid
(voltage setpoint 1.02 pu) feeds the network via the substation
transformer. The voltage profiles in the main buses are shown
in Fig. 10. The first diagram reports the voltage at the low
voltage side (bus 066) of the Main Transformer and at the
remotest bus (vtrafol19A) where one of the two WT fields is
connected.
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Fig. 10.Most important Bus Voltages(first and second diagram); Activeand
ReactivePowersfed by the grid

The more the distance from the grid, the lower the voltages
at the buses. In the remotest bus the voltage is frequently
below 0.95 pu: that as a consequence of the low voltage level
of the feeder grid (1.02 pu, kept constant). The third diagram
shows instead the active and reactive powers supplied by the
grid that is equal to the powers required by the loads (approx.
7.5 MW max, included the losses of the lines).

The next, Fig. 11, shows instead the power flows along the
two possible bottle-necks: lines 51 and 79
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Fig. 11. ActivePower (first diagram), ReactivePower (seconddiagram)and
loading (third diagram)of the two most critical lines: 51 and 79

B. Allgeneration onwithno voltage regulation

In this scenario the generations are in operation, with power
factor equal to 1. Fig. 12 shows the sum of the power
produced by, in order, the four ICEs, the 6 WTs and the 2
PVs in accordance to the profiles previously illustrated.
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Fig. 12. Total of powerproduction for the differenttypology: ICE, WT, PV

Fig. 13 illustrates the voltages profiles , the grid voltage is
again set to 1.02. In this situation the voltages are much more
variable as a consequence of the different generation
situations. For example, during the 100th hour (the night time
between the 4th and the 5th day) a strong wind situation is
occurring, which combined with the low load period, causes a
voltage rise along the network up to 1.12 pu.
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Moreover during some periods the network is exporting
power (third diagram).



In Fig. 14, the transit of power along the lines 51 and 79 is
shown. The line, especially during strong WT production, is
heavily loaded.
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Fig. 14. ActivePower (first diagram), ReactivePower (seconddiagram)and
loading(thirddiagram)of the two most critical lines: 51 and 79
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The vtrafo1l9A voltage duration curve, as well as the
Line79 loading, are reported in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. It is
highlighted how the presence of distributed generation creates
much more steeper duration curves.

C. All distributed generationfull operative
Voltage vtrafo 119A Duration Curve

Fig. 17. Vtrafo119A VoltageDurationCurve of the three differentscenarios
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In this case study the generations are full operative. Each
generator injects reactive power, in accordance to its
capability, to grant a value of voltage equal to 1.02 at the
connection point. Comparing Fig. 15 to its equivalent of the
previous scenario (Fig. 13) an improvement in the voltage
profiles can be seen, mainly in the remotest bus (vtrafol19A).
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Even the other buses have a better voltage profile with
minor variations than before.

However the flow of reactive power, that granted better
voltage profiles, causes an increment in current transit along
the lines, increasing losses and provoking overloads. Fig. 16,
that reports the active and reactive power flows and the
current transit, in fact, shows an evident overload during the
night between the 4th and 5th days.
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This last section is devoted to dynamic studies. As
mentioned in the first section an islanding situation is also
tested. All generators are characterized by a detailed
electromechanical model. The ICE generator droop
characteristic has been set as shown in TABLE 3.

D. An example ofislanding

TABLE 3
ICE GENERATOR DROOP

"on oou
- lCE 73 Turb,nI P_ r onp u
- lCE 10l . TlJIbin. P""".. .. pu
- lCE 78· Turb,nI P_ r onp u
- lCE 91. Turb,n' P_ IIn p u

,-,

Tipology Ref Speed @ Ref Speed @ Equivalent
0% power 100% power Droop

ICE 1.018 0.998 2%
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Fig. 19. Local grid Frequency(first diagram), ICE Active Power outputs
(second diagram), WT 116 and 119 Active Power Output (third diagram)
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The total generation is about 7.3 MW divided among WTs
(40%), ICEs (40%) and PVs (20%). The loss of the main grid
happens at t=0.2 s, when the local network is exporting about
1.8 MW. The contingency is hence quite severe because the
local network is exporting 25% of the total production. The
wind speeds are set constant during the simulation frame.

Fig. 19 shows the transition during the islanding with only
the ICE generators (second diagram) reducing their output.
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Fig. 20. Frequency (first diagram), ICE Active Power outputs (second
diagram), WI 116 and 119 Active Power Output (third diagram)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The paper addressed the characterization of the "prime
movers" of renewable energy sources like wind turbines and
photovoltaic generators and their influence in the
performances of a radial network. An accurate description of
a typical radial distribution network with the presence of
distributed generators and loads has been done.

The variability of wind speed and solar irradiance has been
fully characterized. Six wind profiles, one for each WT, have
been created in accordance to the hypothesis of correlation
explained above. So steady state studies have been performed
to analyze the effect of embedded generations on voltage
profiles and line loading. Problems concerning high voltage
situations and lines overloading have been encountered. This
suggests the need for a major control of the embedded energy
sources or the presence of storage systems to avoid spikes.

Moreover islanding simulations have been performed to test
the islanding capability of the studied network. It has been
evinced how, during windy situations, if the WT had no
frequency responsiveness, the frequency deviation in case of
grid events or wind overproduction, may not be sustainable.

The last aspect will need more studies in future researches.
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The frequency rises at 53 Hz. It has to be noted that ICE
outputs drop very quickly to the minimum level in
accordance to their droop characteristic.

The same islanding test has been performed with the WT
capability to reduce active power output in over-frequency
situation. WTs maximum power tracker in fact can be
override by a signal that is function of the frequency; this
value changes from 1 if frequency is below 50.3 Hz to 0.4 if
the frequency rises above 51.5 Hz [3]. The WTs hence reduce
their output as frequency increases. Fig. 20 shows the
transition during the islanding with both the ICE generators
and WT that reduce their output. Because of the fast
generation curtailment provided by WT the frequency
deviation is quite smaller, below 52 Hz, even during this
severe islanding situation, and its value decreases quickly.
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